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Hello and welcome to the 4th issue of the Plugin Deals
Magazine! 
 
March is here and spring is in the air!
 
As usual, we bring you the latest plugin news and deals
so you can make great music ;)
 
Now, on a more serious note: remember to wash your
hands several times a day and avoid contact with sick
persons so we can all pass the Coronavirus threat ;)
 
Have a wonderful March, dear friends! Good health to
you and your loved ones! 
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MANTRA by W.A. Production
 

For just 2 weeks, get MANTRA by W.A. Production
for FREE  (normally $29.90). Ends March 24, 2020. 

 Weighing in at 8GB, MANTRA packs a punch with the
included Construction Kits & FL Studio / Ableton
Templates, Vocals, Melodies & DrumsMANTRA is
especially built for fans of top artists like KSHMR,

Dropgun, Headhunterz, Armin Van Buuren, Timmy
Trumpet and the Dharma Worldwide label who are

burning up the scene with this latest mixture of tradition
and innovation.

Download

 > Free

https://audioplugin.deals/limited-free-download-mantra-by-w-a-production/ref/61/


Transform a solo vocal into a beautiful choir or robotic
melody; turn a mono synth into an orchestra with the

wonders of Pitch Monster! Save 38% off exclusively and
buy now for only £49 / $59. Ends April 1, 2020.

 
Underneath Pitch Monster’s streamlined exterior lurks

an absolute beast, capable of 64 voices of sound-
warping insanity. Transform a solo vocal into a beautiful

choir or robotic melody; turn a mono synth into an
orchestra, or your own familiar speaking voice into the

rumbling vibrations of Thor, God of Thunder.
 

Just don’t turn the knobs too far. You don’t want to get it
over-excited.

 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/35-Pitch-Shifter/5744-Pitch-Monster?a_aid=584befef89914


Stellar Samples Hybrid Drum
Design sample pack

 
Hybrid Drum Design is a collection of one-shots

percussion samples produced by fusing acoustic sounds
with synth drums. Each percussion has been heavily

processed and mastered to make them ready to use in
your productions.The pack includes a healthy variety of
kicks, snares, and hi-hats. We're confident Hybrid Drum

Design will be part of your next track. No filler
guaranteed!

 

Download

 > Free

https://www.stellarsamples.com/2020/03/hybrid-drum-design.html


Movement is an exciting and powerful effects engine
that adds mind-bending rhythms to any input in real-
time. Enhance your guitars, keyboards, synths, pads,
drums and even full mixes! Save 33% off for a very

limited time only. Ends April 1, 2020.
 

Welcome to Movement, an exciting and powerful
effects engine that adds simple to mind-bending

rhythms to any input in real time - from guitars and
keyboards to synths, pads, drums and even full mixes.
Built equally for studio use and live performance, the
creators of EXHALE, SIGNAL and REV bring you a tool

that pushes the possibilities of your music.
 
 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/53-Multi-Effect-/2352-Movement?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.pluginboutique.com/manufacturers/148-Producertech?a_aid=584befef89914


Waves Audio OVox Producer
Pack II: 72 Free Presets

 
Waves Audio has launched a free collection of presets

for its OVox Vocal Resynthesis plugin. 
The OVox Producer Pack II comes with 72 presets by 17

producers and mixers.
 

The presets were not included in the original OVox
plugin release. This pack is a free download for

registered Waves users.

Download

 > Free

https://www.waves.com/ovox-producer-pack-ii-free-presets


Ozone 9 brings balance to your music with never-
before-seen processing for low end, real-time

instrument separation, and lightning-fast workflows
powered by machine learning. Save on Ozone Essential,

Standard and Advanced along with Upgrades and
Crossgrades for a limited time. (Prices start from only

€29 / $29!). Ends April 1, 2020.
 

Ozone 9 is here, bringing the latest advances in audio
technology to the world of mastering.  Find the perfect

modern or vintage vibe with an expanded Master
Assistant, or match to your favourite reference track

with the new Match EQ. Work faster with improved plug-
in performance, smoother metering, and resizable

windows. 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6339?a_aid=584befef89914


Check out this amazing Plugin Boutique video where
super producer Tim Cant counts down the Best Tape

Emulator VST Plugins of 2020.
 

The following 5 tape plugins are being reviewed: Bad
Tape (Denise), Reelight (Beatskillz), Tape (Softube), Reels

(AudioThing) and Satin (u-he). 
 

There are great and affordable soultions to add analog
warmth to your tracks!

 
 

 > Review

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ibH0LUsO1o


Achieve unprecedented focus and clarity in your mixes
with iZotope's flagship mixing suite. Save on Neutron

Essential, Standard and Advanced along with Upgrades
and Crossgrades for a limited time. (Prices start from

only €29 / $29!). Ends April 1, 2020.
 

From the makers of Ozone and RX, Neutron 3 will bring
your mixes into the 21st century with new assistive

audio technology, new interactive visuals, and faster
performance. Neutron 3 packages the latest advances in

audio technology and passes them to you, so you can
focus on your craft.

 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6337?a_aid=584befef89914


https://www.loopcloud.com/cloud?a_aid=584befef89914


 
Give your vocals professional clarity and polish. The new
Vocal Assistant, Nectar Elements analyzes and adapts

to your vocal sound, taking the guesswork out of placing
your vocal in the mix and letting you make your vocals

stand out in just a few clicks. Ends April 1, 2020.
 

Get everything you need for pro vocals in seconds with
six under-the-hood audio processors and intuitive

controls. Nectar Elements intelligently combines our
latest DSP for compression, de-essing, tonal and

subtractive EQ, pitch correction, and reverb into one
easy-to-understand interface.

 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/54-Vocal-Processing/4554-Nectar-Elements?a_aid=584befef89914


 
Access to the worlds #1 Audio Alignment plugin.

VocALign Project 3 is the basic version of Syncro Arts'
industry-standard audio alignment program which

tightly aligns one audio signal to another in seconds.
Save 30% off for a limited time only. Ends April 1, 2020.

 
There's no longer need to manually align your audio,

VocALign will save you hours of studio time so you can
focus on what's important, being creative and hitting

deadlines.Using VocALign is simple. Just capture a
‘Guide’ signal with the right timing, capture a 'Dub' signal

to be aligned and VocALign instantly generates a new
aligned Dub which is returned to your DAW.

 

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/54-Vocal-Processing/6068-VocALign-Project-3?a_aid=584befef89914


Neve 1073 Console Module
 

In 1970, Rupert Neve designed the first 1073 mic
preamp module for the new A88 console for Wessex

Studios. It is today widely regarded as one of pro audio's
best preamplifiers. The Waves Scheps 73 is a colorful 3-
band EQ modeled on the classic 1073 console's EQ and
mic preamp module and developed in association with

world-renowned mixing engineer Andrew Scheps.
 

 > Classic Gear

https://www.waves.com/plugins/scheps-73


https://audioplugin.deals/limited-free-download-mantra-by-w-a-production/ref/61/


Ambience is a reverb that rivals the quality of the best
commercial reverbs.

 > Free Reverb Plugins

TAL Reverb-II is a super diffuse and lush reverb effect
with a fast build up time. Ideal for ambient reverb
sounds.

tal-software.com/products/tal-reverb

magnus.smartelectronix.com

http://magnus.smartelectronix.com/
https://tal-software.com/products/tal-reverb
https://tal-software.com/products/tal-reverb
http://magnus.smartelectronix.com/


TAL-Reverb-III is an easy to use stereo reverb plugin. It's
popular because it's very very diffuse sound ;) It has an
additional signal feedback path.

tal-software.com/products/tal-reverb

OldSkoolVerb implements a kind of “classic” stereo
reverb algorithm which is technically simple yet optimal.
It also produces a very clear spatial image that blends
well with the mix.

voxengo.com/product/oldskoolverb

https://tal-software.com/products/tal-reverb
https://www.voxengo.com/product/oldskoolverb/
https://tal-software.com/products/tal-reverb
https://tal-software.com/products/tal-reverb


IK Multimedia releases the
SampleTank 4 Custom Shop

 
IK Multimedia has announced the release of a

free SampleTank 4 Custom Shop, plus six Expansion
Libraries and SampleTank Editor. 

 
The new SampleTank 4 Custom Shop is a free download

that offers a powerful introduction to SampleTank 4,
with more than 4 GB of professional-quality virtual
instrument sounds plus editing and effects, with all

features of the full software.  

 > News

https://www.ikmultimedia.com/news/?item_id=9244


TBProAudio releases
dpMeterXT 2.0 for Windows

and Mac OS X
 

TBProAudio released version 2.0 of dpMeterXT, a precise
10 channel multi-meter supporting all relevant

broadcast, streaming and music production standards. 
 

The update adds dialog gated loudness measurement
based on reference code from Dolby Labs, new dialog

based presets like LM100 and Netflix 2019,
measurement alerts and a True Peak limiter.

 > News

https://www.tb-software.com/TBProAudio/dpmeterxt2.html


Blue Cat Audio releases
"AcouFiend" Feedback

Simulation Plug-in
 

Blue Cat's AcouFiend is an acoustic feedback simulator
plug-in that can make your guitars scream, growl, or

sing, even at low volume or through headphones, and it
gives you total control over it! Introduction pricing until

March 31, 2020: 59 USD/EUR (instead of 79).

 > News

https://www.bluecataudio.com/Products/Product_AcouFiend/


CamelCrusher
 

CamelCrusher is a free ‘colouring’ multi-effect plugin. It
offers two characteristically different distortion sounds
which can be blended together to create a wide variety

of tones and textures. Great for guitars, drums and
plenty more!

 
Unfortunately the company that created CamelCrusher,
Camel Audio, does not exist anymore, but CamelCrusher

is still available for free; clik the link below.
 

 > Spotlight

https://www.audiopluginsforfree.com/camelcrusher/


https://vstbuzz.com/deals/71-off-loom-2-by-air-music-tech?ref=73


Physion introduces a new method for processing audio.
Separate the tonal parts from the transients from your

track, process them separately, and recombine the
elements into something unexpected! For a limited time
only, save 72% off and purchase for €49 / $49. Ends April

1, 2020.
 

Physion is the first plug-in to use Eventide's ground-
breaking Structural Effects technology - A new method
for processing audio. It allows you to split a sound into
its transient and tonal parts, independently manipulate
them using Eventide's world-class effects and then fuse
them back together. With the ability to add effects and

dynamic controls to the transient and tonal sections, you
can produce a wide range of effects, from the subtle to

the extreme.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/product/2-Effects/53-Multi-Effect-/3194-Physion?a_aid=584befef89914


The Really Useful Chord
Progression Poster

https://www.thereallyusefulpostercompany.com/products/the-really-useful-chord-progression-poster?rfsn=1741361.e279f


 > Mixing tips



https://sonaar.io/wordpress-themes/?ref=54


Access to over thirty industry-standard plug-ins that
interact across your session and provide time-saving

assistive features, innovative new workflows, and
cutting-edge visual analysis tools. Crossgrades and

Upgrades are included within the promotion. Prices start
from only £128 / $149. Ends April 1, 2020.

 
Featuring iZotope's best music production plug-ins, a full
year of in-depth tutorials from Groove3, along with our

most musical stereo reverbs R4 and Nimbus, Music
Production Suite 3 can assist you in every step of the

workflow, from audio to repair, to vocals, to mixing and
mastering.

 > Deal

https://www.pluginboutique.com/deals/show?sale_id=6347?a_aid=584befef89914


Use coupon 5DOLLARS 
and get $5 OFF!

It's time for a cool T-Shirt

https://teespring.com/adsr-8761?tsmac=store&tsmic=plugindeals&pid=389&cid=100029
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